JSU Passport To The World
Learning Beyond Boundaries
Contemporary
Issues in Public
Health
GRANADA, SPAIN

June 6- June 17

2019
3 or 6 Credits Hours
12 Days Abroad

Academic Overview

Program Overview

This study abroad program is designed for

Passport to the World takes place during the

JSU students who are interested in comparing

first summer term at JSU. The program is

and analyzing, across international settings,

developed in three segments. The first part is

the organization, structure and function of

a one-week in-campus pre-departure

diverse health care and public health systems.

academic, practical and cultural orientation

Students will be able to examine models of

workshop, then it is followed by the 12-day

Public Health Systems and Services (HSS)

trip, and finalizes with a one-week wrap-up

and to apply knowledge, systems thinking and

in-campus seminar.

problem solving skills to understanding,

Jackson State University lead the program

analyzing and proposing interventions to

and provide all instruction. During the

relevant contemporary public health

program, students will enhance their

problems.

classroom lectures with co-curricular and

Faculty members from

cultural site visits such as: tours, historical in

About The City

nature, trips to iconic venues as well as trips
from and to Madrid via the AVE high speed

Granada:: Located in eastern Andalusia, in the
south of Spain, the city enjoys some of the
greatest cultural heritage of Spain and the world.
In addition to the world-famous Alhambra
and the Albaicin neighborhood, designated

as

train.

Program Cost
$1769.66

World Heritage by UNESCO, Granada has a

Accommodations

Renaissance cathedral whose construction was

Breakfast

begun in the sixteenth century. The city is

Transportation (in country)

located at the foot of the Sierra Nevada, the

Excursions, admission fees, cultural

highest mountain range in the Iberian Peninsula.

experiences, etc.

Apart from the beautiful view it offers from the

iNext Comprehensive Travel Insurance

city, Sierra Nevada has one of the most

24/7 Emergency Assistance

commercial in Europe and the only one in

Tuition Cost

Andalusia.

Undergraduate

The beach is not far from Granada either. At less

3 Credit Hours: $987.00

than an hour by road, the tourist will find the

6 Credit Hours: $1974.00

important ski resorts in Spain, the most

Mediterranean coast, with locations such as
Motril, Salobrena, Almunecar and many more.

Graduate
3 Credit Hours: $1314.00

Contact Info
Dr. Nelson Atehortua De la Pena
School of Public Health

6 Credit Hours: $2628.00

* Financial aid can be applied to the tuition and program
costs. Student is responsible for airfare, passport and food.
** 6 Hours can be split by taking just 1 course during program

Nelson.Atehortua@jsums.edu
601-979-8852

and taking 3 hour course of your choice 2nd session when
using financial aid.

